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Your 
PRANl(S & 
TRADITIONS 
are Needed! 
-�.- .. .. -
---�- .&. � 
� . ..- . � - - . � -, .:::-� The spring-summer issue of Bridgewater will focus on pranks and traditions at the College. Send us an account of the pranks you remember being played during your time at Bridgewater, and/or the traditions you recall most fondly. Photos are needed also! It's your chance to participate in a fun and informative Spring-Summer 2018 issue! 
Contact: 
Charles Culbertson 
540-828-5720
cculbert@bridgewater,edu 
Deadline for submission is March 20, 2018. 
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Message from the President As I near the completion of my fifth year at the helm of Bridgewater College, I am humbled to look back at all we have accomplished-together. And by "we;' I mean the dedicated faculty and staff, the students who seek greatness daily, and you-the alumni, friends and donors who help to make it all possible through your time and generosity. When I arrived at the College, one of my central goals was the creation of an environment of academic excellence unlike we'd ever experienced at the College. While Bridgewater College has always offered a first-class education to our students, I sought to continue to raise the bar. This magazine is one I 've envisioned for the past four years, one long in the making. And, now, I 'm proud to present this issue as a tangible illustration of the many ways we're accomplishing our goal of strengthened academic excellence and opportunity for our students. Key to the "academic renaissance" taking place at BC is the formation of an academic division structure. But it's not just a structure-it's the talented and creative academic leaders bringing life to that structure that we've empowered to achieve great things. From that foundation springs many other achievements-graduate programs, interdisciplinary majors designed to prepare students for today's changing job market, the Center for Engaged Learning with its focus on leadership and engagement with the world around us, and the new curriculum for student life, which clearly defines the ways students should be growing outside the classroom, not just inside. Our goal in all of this, of course, is to provide each student with a quality education, but it's also so much more. Perhaps more than ever, that education has to be flexible, responsive and accountable. It has to prepare students for careers we can't even yet imagine. It must be based in leadership, globalization, communication and critical thinking-skills that will transcend career fields and will matter indefinitely, despite the unimagined challenges our graduates will encounter throughout their careers. I hope you enjoy this issue, reflecting on a key moment of change and progress for the College. We've set our trajectory and are poised for a bright future-for each of our graduates and for Bridgewater College. With best regards, David W Bushman, Ph.D. President 
IN THE 
BC 
Spotlight B ridgewater College has one of the longest traditions ofbasketball in collegiate spons. The BC men played the first intercollegiate basketball contest in the state ofVirginia on April 25, 1903, against the Shenandoah Collegiate Institute (then located in nearby Dayton). B ridgewater was also one of the first schools in the region to have a varsity women's squad. Now both programs are approaching a milestone 1,000th a l l -time victory. Entering this season, the B ridgewater 
Nearing 
1,000 
women had an  all-time mark of972-528-1, dating back to a 24-12 win over Har­risonburg High S chool on Feb. 16, 1918. Only two Division 111 women's basket­ball programs are known to have reached the 1,000-win milestone. Elizabethtown College became the first, late in the 2013-14 season, and the University of Scranton joined them last spring. Bridgewater has a s trong connection to one of those programs, as Yvonne Kauff­man '66 led Elizabethtown to 689 of their first 1,000 wins in 42 seasons as head coach. She won national championships with the Blue Jays in 1982 and 1989. Kauffman was on the coun for 45 ofBridgewater's victo­ries in four seasons as a s tudent-athlete, and she was inducted into the B C  Athletic Hall of Fame in 1997. Jean Willi recently retired from Bridge­water after 21 seasons as head women's bas- ketball coach, where she compiled a mark of375-191 and made five NCAA tourna­ment appearances. Including four years as a s tudent-athlete and 11 seasons as an assistant for legendary coach laura Mapp ( who totaled 484 victories), Willi has been involved with 594 of the Eagles' wins. "We were fonunate to have some re-ally good players who took great pride in the program and were always striving for excellence;' said Willi. "It's quite an accom­plishment for any college team to get near that milestone. For everyone who has been through the program in one way or another, it 's something they should be really proud of' Meanwhile, the Eagle men entered the 2017-18 campaign with 957 wins. Bill Leatherman coached the Eagle men from 1985 to 2008 and is the winninges t coach in the program's history with a career mark of335-262. He was a four-time Re­gional Coach of the Year and led the Eagles to their only ODAC title in 1987-88. Leatherman pointed out the incredible depth both in the ODAC and in the Ma­son-Dixon Conference, where his predeces­sor Melvin Myers (236 victories) coached. "With the competition we've had to play, it's impressive to be approaching such a milestone;' he said. "It's tough to pl ay some of those schools that have been con­sistently good for 100 years. I'm excited to be a pan of it;' Leatherman continued. "l had a great 23 years here and l enjoyed every second ofit." 
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across the mall 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CAMPUS NEWS 
Dr. Emmert Foster Bittinger '45 The Reverend Wendell C Eller '48 
BITTINGER, ELLER RECEIVE RIPPLES MEDALS 
Dr. Emmert Foster Bittinger' 45 and 
the Reverend Wendell C. Eller'48 
were presented with the Ripples Medal 
on Oct. 27, 2017. The Ripples Medal 
was established to annually recognize 
alumni of Bridgewater College, Blue 
Ridge College, Daleville College and 
Hebron Seminary of 50 or more years 
ago, for loyal devotion to the College, 
vocational and/or professional achieve-
Co-Chairs of the class of 
1967 Reunion Leadership 
Team Mensel Dean and 
Dr. Linda Knight Wilson 
present President David 
Bushman with a check 
totaling $1,001,967-a 
historic high for the 50th 
class reunion giftl The 
money will benefit the 
Class of 1967 Gateway 
to Excellence Endowed 
Scholarship Fund. 
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ment and humanitarian activities. 
Bittinger taught sociology and anthro­
pology at Bridgewater College from 
1963 until his retirement in 1988. He 
introduced anthropology to Bridge­
water 's curriculum. Eller, a pastor 
and teacher, has also been active in 
Bridgewater College's life in numerous 
capacities. 
BABCOCK RECEIVES 
EXCELLENCE IN 
TEACHING AND 
LEARNING AWARD 
Jennifer Babcock, an Instructor of 
Communication Studies and Theatre at 
Bridgewater College, has been named a 
winner of a 2017 Excellence in Teaching 
and Learning with Technology Award. 
The award was presented by James 
Madison University's Libraries and Edu­
cational Technologies and recognizes 
Babcock's innovative work with digital 
story maps exploring migrant experi­
ences in the United States. 
LEFT SIDE STANDING (top to bottom): Darin Council '11, Brett Jones '19, Chris Voorhees '11 
RIGHT SIDE STANDING (top to bottom): Benjamin Vayer '18, Mark Davis '11, Roger White '19 
TOP ROWS EAT ED (left to right): Jenna Hamra '19, Amanda Kelley '19, Josh Yagel '17 
MIDDLE ROWS EATED (left-to-rig ht): Erica Blubaugh '18, Laura Gretz '19, Samantha Van Winter '18 
BOTTOM ROW SEATED (left to right): Shannon Strosser '11, David Hardesty '11, Mikalia Guard '19, 
Elizabeth Parker '18 
Student-Athletes Win Prestigious 
BACCHUS Award 
A group of 18 Bridgewater College student-athletes dedicated to promoting a safer, 
healthier campus environment has won one of only five national awards for its edu­
cation of high-risk students about alcohol and making responsible decisions in the 
presence of alcohol. 
STEP UP ofBridgewater College was presented the Outstanding Peer Education 
Group award from Boosting Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of Univer­
sity Students (BACCHUS), a student organization founded in 1975 at the University of 
Florida. The award was given to the Bridgewater group for its work during the 2016-
17 academic year. 
across the mall 
POST NAM ED AS 
VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ENROLLMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
Following a national search, Bridgewa­
ter College announced in December 
2017 that Michael Post would join the 
College as Vice President for Enrollment 
Management. He succeeds Reggie 
Webb who is retiring in June. 
Post, who joins Bridgewater after nearly 
a decade of experience in enrollment 
management, begins July 1, 2018. He 
comes to the College from Mount St. 
Mary's University in Maryland, where 
he is Vice President for Enrollment 
Management. During his time at Mount 
St. Mary's, Post made great strides in 
enrollment management, recruiting 
the six largest freshman classes in the 
university's history. 
Prior to joining Mount St. Mary's, Post 
worked in residence life at the Univer­
sity of Maryland Baltimore County and 
Shippensburg University. He received 
a Master of Science in Counseling from 
Shippensburg University and a Bachelor 
of Science in Psychology from Mount 
St. Mary's. 
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RARE ALMANACS DONATED 
Two rare American almanacs dating to 1753 and 1794 
have been donated to Bridgewater College Specia I 
Col lections by two alumnae. The almanacs were
donated by 1967 graduate Donna Spitler Fields of 
Arlington, Va., and 1958 graduate Joyce Spitler �l ich­
olson of Santa Cruz, Calif. The volumes were passed 
down in the Spitler family of Page County, Va. 
The almanacs were printed in Pennsylvania for a 
German-American audience by the Saur /Sauer/':t:!wer
family. The 1753 almanac was printed in Germantown 
by Christ opher Saur and the 1794 book was printed in 
Chest nut Hill by Samuel Saur, Christopher's grandson. 
and alma mater to generation s of 
family members. Parent� children, grand­
children, great-9 randch ildren-there's
something special about Bridgewater's 
commitment to libera I learning that ieso­
nates across the g enerations. In th is issue 
we featu ,e the Jones family. Pictured here 
at the Legacy Reception at Bridgewater 
President David W. Bushman's house, 
from left to right are: Jordan Jones '18, 
Jarrod Jones '13, Amy T ullington Jones 
'14, Lori Jones and Jeff Jones '81. This 
photo was taken one week before Amy 
was married to Jarrod. 
NEW HOLIDAVTRADITION 
Bridgewater President David W. Bushman helped make the season 
bright in December Xl17 when he read "The Night Before Christ­
mas" at a gathering of the College community in the Kline Campus 
Center. Dr. Bushman, his wife, Suzanne, and students also ushered in 
the Christmas season by singing carols. 
GOODWIN RECEIVES TECHNOLOGY AWARD 
Emil y Goodwin, Instructional De­
signer in the C.E. Shull Informational 
Technology Center at Bridgewater 
College, has received the Xl17 H. 
Hiter Harris Ill Excellence in Instruc­
tional Technolog y. The awa id, which
was presented in Richmond by the
\lirg inia Foundation for I ndepen­
dent Colleges (VFIC), iecognizes 
Goo::lwin for her "clear and a biding 
commitment to help incorporate the use of technology in innovative 
ways in the undergraduate ed ucationa I experience." 
Gad>er a'>e 8ri:lgewa1,.-Cdlegeg"1duates i, ycvr tamio/, � ahgh reso/ufo, 
Wmt 1:11:ecoosid,.-ed as alo;JacyFamlyford>o s"""' in a'>emG90zine?/tl easy. 
(I MB orlarger) ,:i,obaoo ema/ it bus wia'> adesc,v,ria, of who's in a'>e pi:vre. 
Ycv ca, submit Legacy Fanilj ,:l,atos tocc<-irer@b-i:1,;)'wa1,-edu. 
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• DMslOn Hoad:JElfrey Piemn,Professor of CommuntationStudies
DIVISION OF COMMUNICATION 
S TUDIES, FINE ARTS, AND 
LITERATURE Departments of Art, Communk.ati:m Studiesand Theatre,EngNsl>,and Musi: �our divisions address major initiauves in the CollegeJs strategic plan by Karen Doss Bowman '91 • OIVISIOn ""'d:Ba1001t1Long,-= Associ:ltePrdessorofUealthandUc.man SciencesDIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STU DIES DepartmentsofEconomksa,d BusfJessMmi>istration, the Teacher Educatbn Program andUealth and Uuman Sdmces (includes the new graduaO> prog1t1m inathP.tt traini>g) • OIVISIOn hQOd: Ph HipSpickler, Professor of Phys tsDIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES Departments of Biobgy, 0,emist,y,Mathemattsand Compute1S::ience, Physics,a,d P,jcho/ogy • OIVISIOn HQOd:Ha,rettUayes, the Lawrance S. and[am,er, C Mill'ir 0,a; ;,Eth ks and Assoc bte ProfessorofSocobgyDIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES Departments of H islol)' and Po Ntkal Sc ii!nce, fl> i/oso phy and Re/gion, Socobgy,andWorli LangUQ)esand Cultures 
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There's a lot happening at Bridgewater College these days-renovations co Kline Campus Center, a new location for che Campus Score, and a new home for che Department of Student Life. Renovation and expansion of che Alexander Mack Memorial Library will begin in May right after Commence­ment, and will transform char venerable building into che John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons-a scace-of-che-arc facility for engaged and collaborative learning. Though not building projects, but no less significant, che development of che Center for Engaged Learning, che growth of che Re­search Experience @ Bridgewater program, and che launch of che College's first masters program are pare of an ongoing and campus-wide effort co provide che very best opportuni­ties for student success both in and out of che classroom. There's another change, as well, chat's much less visible than new buildings, bur one char will be even more signifi­cant for the College's commitment co student opportunity and academic excellence today and in che future: che reorga­nization of che academic departments and programs into a new divisional structure. Implemented by che College's Of­fice of Academic Affairs co address major initiatives in che College's strategic plan, che College's 16 academic depart­ments have been organized and grouped inco four academic divisions: che Division of Communication Studies, Fine Arcs, and Literature; the Division of Humanities and Social Sciences; che Division of Natural Sciences; and che Division of Professional Studies. Each division is led by a division head, a senior facul cy member and proven academic leader on campus, whose primary job responsibilities are co ensure char Bridgewacers faculty and academic programs are che very best they can be, and co lead che development and 
"Job skills are critical to our students and their parents, so we have to thinkabout the programs 
that are going to attract students to our community. If we're holding hands across divisions 
in very intentional ways, we can create a robust academic environment that provides for 
students the opportunities they need to be better prepared to move out into the world. The 
world expects much of the students we graduate, and we're going to meet those expectations:' 
- DR. LEONA SEVICK, PROV OST AND VICE PRESIDENT FOR AC ADEMIC A FFAIRS
8 WINTER 2018 
implementation of new programs at che undergraduate and graduate levels so chat Bridgewater is nationally recognized for academic excellence. 
Supporting Strategic Goals This division-based reorganization of che academic side of che College is an increasingly common characteristic at institutions like BC. As enrollment grows and students' needs for new programs and new opportunities change ever more rapidly, neither a locally focused department chair nor che globally focused Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs is in a good position co lead new program develop­ment effectively. And in che very competitive and rapidly changing landscape of higher education co day, chis creative and strategic work is essential for student, faculty and institutional success. The need for talented academic leaders with a view broader than chat of a department chair, but more focused than chat of che VP for Academic Affairs has become essential. This is che work of Bridgewater's division heads and che driving force behind che College's academic reorganization. The division heads enable che College co focus on inter­disciplinary programs-a crucial elem enc of a liberal arcs education in the 21st century-in an intentional and proac­tive way chat was simply not possible before. In addition, che new divisional structure supports a wide range of ocher strategic plan initiatives, including strengthening che quality of existing programs, better resource allocation across mul­tiple departments, improving pre-professional and graduate school preparation programs, developing new strategies for resource sharing and management, and building opportuni­ties and communication networks for faculty development. Under chis new structure, che role of department chair is also evolving. Some important faculty and programmatic assessment responsibilities now fall co division heads, free­ing up department chairs co focus more directly on depart­mental needs and students. Department chairs are faculty leaders, still responsible for day-co-day operations within individual departments, managing everything from course scheduling and teaching assignments co mentoring new faculty and engaging with students. Juggling such a wide range of demanding casks has historically left little time for chairs co do che creative and incerdisci plinary work neces­sary co develop and launch new programs. "Department chairs have always had amazing ideas;' said Harriet t "Betsy" Hayes, che Lawrance S. and Carmen C. Miller Chair in Eth­ics and Head of che Division of Humanities and Social Sci­ences. "Bue they didn't really have che time or institutional perspective co make chose ideas a reality. Department chairs need a partner who can do che hard work necessary co cake some of chose visions and put chem into play. If a depart­ment chair comes co me with an idea for a potential new major or graduate program, I can do che work co see what it would cake strategically co put chat into place:' The four division heads provide vision and leadership co 
BRIDGEWATER 9 
acquire che faculty resources needed for research or profes­sional development, and they can mentor department chairs who are new to the job. The reorganization allows the Col­lege co maximize resources, facilitate collaboration between academic departments, enhance che overall academic experi­ence and boost student success. "We have solid academic programs, bur we always have co refresh che programs and provide students what they' re looking for;' said Leona Sevick, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs. "Job skills are critical co our students and their parents, so we have to think about the programs that are going co attract students to our community. If we' re holding hands across divisions in very intentional ways, we can create a robust academic environment that provides for students the opportunities they need co be better prepared co move out into the world. The world expects much of the students we graduate, and we're going to meet those expectations." Combining the vision, experience and academic leader­ship skills of department chairs and division heads creates a responsive and forward-looking academic structure that will serve BC and its students better than ever in che years ahead. 
New Opportunities for Students At Bridgewater, students have always come first, and this is still true today. The new division structure allows students co make the most of their college experience. In the case of the development of the Master of Science in Athletic Train-
10 WINTER 2018 
ing (MSAT ) program, Dr. Barbara Long, Division Head for Professional Studies, led the entire process, devoting extensive rime co recruiting students and identifying budget needs, as well as gathering the necessary accreditation documents for the program. She visited more than 40 other institutions last year (accumulating more than 8,000 miles in travel) co promote Bridgewater's MSAT program and lay the groundwork for articulation agreements with other schools. That freed up the program's faculty to concentrate on the critical task of curriculum development. "If we didn't have chis divisional structure, it would have fallen on the department chair to do all of this extensive work, and that would have been impossible given the chair's full suite of existing responsibilities;' Long explained. "The faculty were able co focus on developing che curriculum for the master's degree program. I'm also able to find ways to help them connect within the institution, helping to find ways to empower our faculty co gee any resources they need, to do research or to take students co conferences-anything that might help them do their jobs better and engage our students in positive ways." In addition to che MSAT, other new graduate and un­dergraduate programs are being actively explored. The Divi­sion of Communication Studies, Fine Arts, and Literature, for example, graduated the College's first theatre major last spring. And the division is in the process of developing an interdisciplinary master's degree program in digital me­dia-combining courses from the communication studies, arc and English departments-and an undergraduate major in professional writing. The division also is focused on 
hands-on learning experiences for students and working co boost its internship programs. "Ours is truly a division where theory meets practice and where we are responding co student demand to develop new programming;' said Jeff Pierson, Division Head for Communication Studies, Fine Arts, and Literature. "The programs we're coming up with are just going to add more depth and enhance our own students' professional skills and career preparation." The Division of Natural Sciences-encompassing the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics and Computer Science, Physics and Psychology-has refreshed the physics curriculum to include an emphasis on computa­tion. Additionally, the environmental science major was revamped co include emphases in environmental chemistry, freshwater resources and wildlife biology. The division is focused on providing greater opportunities for students co engage in independent research projects while aligning the curriculum with the technologies and demands students might face in their future careers. "We're trying to think about how our departments here in the natural sciences can offer the highest quality pro­grams for our students;' said Division Head Philip Spickler. "We're trying co understand how technology impacts our disciplines and develop opportunities co expose students co those technologies they may see later on, either in gradu­ate programs or in careers. We're focused on programs that will give our students a value-added experience, providing 
fJThe liberal arts tradition views the world around us as holistic and integrated, and 
that means that the best kind of education should be holistic and integrated too, 
where a dialogue between disciplines is a necessary complement to specialization 
within a single discipline. It's more than simply being well-rounded, it's recognizing 
how different disciplines interact with each other, how they shape how we learn 
and what we do, and understanding the challenges in the world around us." 
- DR. DAVIDW. BUSHMAN, PRESIDENT
BRIDGEWATER 11 
opportunities char will either enhance credentials for chem co go co graduate school or give chem a seep up as they scare their careers:' education. The liberal arcs tradition views the world around us as holistic and integrated, and that means that the best kind of education should be holistic and integrated coo, where a dialogue between disciplines is a necessary comple­ment co specialization within a single discipline. It's more than simply being well-rounded, it's recognizing how differ­ent disciplines interact with each other, how they shape how we learn and what we do, and understanding the challenges in the world around us. Strengthening the Liberal Arts With chis ongoing academic transformation and the development of new programs-both undergraduate and graduate-can Bridgewater still be considered a liberal arcs college? Do the liberal arcs even matter in today's world? "Mose definitely yes, on both counts;' said Bridgewater President David W. Bushman. "I firmly believe that one of the most important benefits our division structure and the leadership of our division heads will bring co che College is che intentional focus "Our commitment co the liberal arcs hasn't changed, and the need for students educated in this way is more pressing than ever;' Bushman said. "What does change is the way we embed che virtues of liberal learning within a comext of our students' needs and the challenges they face. Providing pre­professional programs within a liberal arcs model prepares students co be engaged, productive citizens in everything they do. Overall enrollment and the presence-or ab­sence-of graduate programs isn't what defines a liberal arts on interdisciplinary programs and che integration across departments that is only possible with this kind of academic structure. Our new divisional structure is a tangible example of our commitment co che core values of che liberal arcs tradition, and is one of the best ways we can ensure that our graduates will experience professional success and personal fulfillment throughout their lives." -Karen Doss Bowman '91 is a freelance writer in Bridgewater, Va. 
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MEET FOUR NEW FACULTY MEMBERS 
These faculty members are just some of the many who have joined the campus community in the last couple 
years. They represent a group with diverse interests, expertise and backgrounds who will mentor students to 
become impactful members of an ever-evolving society and workplace. 
DIVISION OF COMMUNICATION her Ph.D. from The University of ager for Microsoft giving him 
STUDIES, FINE ARTS, AND Notre Dame, where she com- valuable insight into the critical 
LITERATURE pleted her dissertation entitled knowledge and skills that are im-
Sam Hamilton, Assistant "Armed with Good Intentions? portant for careers in computer 
Professor of English, completed Explaining Arms Embargo science. 
his Ph.D. at the University of Compliance:'Specializing in 
DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Pittsburgh. A former high school security governance, her research 
teacher, Hamilton's teaching and focuses on international rela- Roslyn Vargas, Assistant Profes-
scholarship have focused on the tions, comparative politics and sor ofBusiness Administration, 
connections between digital peace studies. received her master's degree and 
technology and education. He doctor of business administration 
has a special interest in exam in-
DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES degree from Nova Southeastern 
ing how students develop indi- Daniel Graham, Assistant University. Bilingual in English 
vidualized processes for teaching Professor of Computer Science, and Spanish, she offers practi-
themselves to be digitally literate. received his Ph.D. from the Col- cal and educational expertise in 
lege of William and Mary. His human resources management, 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND academic background includes having taught practitioners, 
SOCIAL SCIENCES computer science and engineer- undergraduate and graduate 
Kathrin Kranz, Assistant Profes- ing. Before joining Bridgewater's students in classrooms, seminars 
sor of Global Studies, received faculty, he was a Program Man- and on line formats. 
Bridgewater College is building on a rich tradition of undergraduate 
liberal arts education by developing select graduate degree 
programs focused on career preparation. 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Leona Sevick said the move is part of the College's strategic plan, which recognizes both a desire among some Bridgewater students to continue their education at the graduate level and the need for additiona l credentialing within certain professions. ► 
BRIDGEWATER 13 
"\Ve remain committed co our liberal arts identity, while at the same time recognizing chat advanced degrees are what some students are looking for;· she said. the educational needs of our student body and the greater communicY:' The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools has determined chat Bridgewater has the capacity co begin de­veloping such programs, and Sevick said the administration is committed co supporting chem and allocating resources as needed. Sevick said the College will be intentional in growing graduate programs chat are based on faculty and student in­terest, market research and industry demands. Bridgewater has been working with an outside consul cane for more than a year, she said. The College welcomed its first cohort of graduate students co campus in June 2017. The group is pursuing a Master of Science in Athletic Training. (See below.) "Athletic training is moving coward a master's degree "It's an important seep for the College co strategically add graduate programs co its offerings;' said Bridgewater College President David W Bushman. "We wane co meet 14 WINTER 2018 THE MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ATHLETIC TRAINING continues BC's exceptional undergraduate tradition of credentialing within the field, while fostering a deeper understanding of the science, recognition of relevant research and ways to incorporate that information into clinical practice. The two-year, 63-credit-hour curriculum consistsof classroom instruction, a varietyof clinical experiences and full-timeimmersion in a practice setting duringthe second year that is based on astudent's career goals.Rebecca Smith discovered BC's MSAT program through her undergraduate academic adviser at Wesley College, a small, private liberal arts institution in her home state of Delaware. Fol low-up research and a campus visit cemented her decision to enroll at Bridgewater. "I knew I'd be comfortable in the setting;' she said."I also know that I am more successful in my academics in small class sizes, where I can have a good relationship with my professors and peers'.' Smith, who wants to work with a Division Ill collegiate athletics program, said her favorite part of the MSAT curriculum is the hands-on learning experiences that allow students to perform and perfect the techniques and skills they are learning in the classroom. "I'm a very hands-on learner, so it is perfect for me to be able to be shown how to do something and then try it myself:' Smith also appreciates the faculty's ability to tie professional competencies to the liberal arts."We learn how to interact with athletes, coaches, peers and supervisors in a way that will mimic our future involvements as athletic trainers;' she said, "and that is vital to being successful in the transition from student to professional:' "Al I of us are practitioners;' said Barbara Long, head of Bridgewater's Division of Professional Studies and a certified athletic trainer for 30 years who teaches a course in the program. "We emphasize the importance of communicating effectively, understanding individual circumstances - race, gender, socioeconomic status- making ethical decisions, andleading and motivating others. We findthese abilities make our students moreprepared to enter the profession."Sarah Hendrix, a first-year MSAT student from Summerfield, N.C., said she and her colleagues feel challenged yet supported. "In and out of the classroom, the professors are pushing us to reach our full potential and helping us expand our knowledge by teaching us new techniques. They are going above and beyond to answer questions and give us vital information to take with us on 
as the entry to the profession;' said Barbara Long, head of Bridgewater's Division of Professional Studies. "We've had a very successful undergraduate athletic training program at Bridgewater for many years, with outstanding outcomes, so it made sense for us to move to a graduate program. We have a strong foundation on which to build, including fac­ulty and facilities capable of delivering that education:' Accordingly, Bridgewater's undergraduate athletic train­ing program will be phased our over the next two years. Each academic division at Bridgewater has been tasked with exploring the development of graduate programs. 
our journey to our career:' 
Athletic trainers have been a part 
of high school and collegiate athletic 
programs for decades. While most 
injuries sustained on the playing field 
involve the lower extremities (ankles, 
knees), there is increasing focus within 
the profession on concussions and 
athletes' mental health, including 
performance anxiety and attention 
deficit. 
Long said the profession is also 
expanding into other health care 
settings, from assisting doctors in 
hospitals with casting and bracing, to 
training and treating active members 
of the U.S. military, to working with 
performers in the fine arts and helping 
companies'employees maintain work 
readiness. 
BC's athletic training students have 
a proven record of success on the 
credentialing exam. More than 90 
percent of its graduates in the last 
decade have passed the Board of 
Certification exam on their first attempt. 
Going forward, Long said she would 
like to see similar results with graduates 
of the MSAT program. "When we talk to 
employers in the field, I would like for 
them to say our graduates are not just 
skilled professionals-as good as any in 
the country-but they're good people, 
and they care:' 
Sevick said the College's Council on Education is currently reviewing a proposal from the faculty in the Division of Communication Studies, Fine Arts, and Literature, and ad­ditional master's programs are on the horizon. The proposal will eventually go to the full faculty assembly for vote in the spring, and then on to the board of trustees for final determination. "I see probably half a dozen graduate programs develop­ing over the next few years" from any or all of the divisions, she said. -
Jim Heffernan is a freelance writer in Harrisonburg, Va. 
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I r was a potpourri of academic riches, one that nearly any college or university would welcome with open arms. Institutes, centers, offices, programs, clubs, initiatives-all broadening and deepening the experiences of Bridgewater College students both on campus and beyond into their post-graduate lives. In particular, the College's three endowed institutes­the Zane D. Showker Institute for Responsible Leadership, the Kline-Bowman Institute for Creative Peacebuilding, and the Wade Institute for Teaching and Learning-had separate bur often mutually supportive missions, and yet, rhey went about their respective missions without the ben­efit of a central, integrating home. They all did important things on their own, bur they could achieve so much more for our students if they could somehow work together. In 2014, as the College moved toward restructuring its academic departments into a more proactive and ef­fective divisional structure (see story on page 7), Bridge­water President David W. Bushman also sought to gather a number of the College's academic endeavors under a single umbrella-one that would ini riare, facilitate and promote the integration of classroom learning and stu­dent engagement. W hen the divisional system became a reality in 2015, so did the Center for Engaged Learning ( CEL). This new administrative home for Bridgewater's diverse engagement initiatives officially opened its doors on Oct. 15, 2015, in a newly renovated space at 101 Third Street. Dr. Jamie Frueh, Professor of History and Political Sci­ence, is the director of the CEL and was part of the Col­lege's early efforts to define and organize the new adminis­trative arm. "We're the place where connections are made, and the director is the person who can connect people to other people, and those people to some funding or to the knowl­edge that they need;' Frueh said. "The Center for Engaged Learning helps people with good ideas connect to other people on campus, to the funding and re­sources they need to make engaged learning happen;' Frueh said. "The center is tan-gible evidence that Bridgewater respects the unique, creative potential of each individual student and faculty member. My job as direc­tor is to be aware of the full range of academic and co-curricular programs on campus so that when a student or faculty member comes to me with the spark of an idea, together we can find a way to fan that spark into a flame. There are so many amazing people and initiatives going on, and the CEL is about capitalizing on the opportunities for synergies to empower student learning. "The CEL;' he continued, "helps make those programs work more efficiently and work better, and encourages people to think creatively about coming up with new ideas." Examples abound. Several years ago, in an effort to fur­ther promote racial and cultural harmony, students from the newly formed Diversity League came to Frueh with an idea for the Intercultural Festival-a get-together that encour­aged students to mingle, talk, share experiences and, as a re­sult, appreciate the diversity of cultures and perspectives at Bridgewater. Frueh connected them to the Kline-Bowman Institute for Creative Peacebuilding, which would sponsor the student-planned event. The Intercultural Festival is now in its third iteration and is, by everyone's estimation, a great success. Many diverse groups mingle in a festive, caring and sharing atmosphere complete with food, entertainment and good will. Part of Frueh's job is to reach our to students in all kinds of forums. Anh Nguyen '20 recounted her first week at Bridgewater and an orientation session she attended about academic engagement in college. Frueh led the session and introduced students to the Dialogue Club, which reaches students to have dif-
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ficulc bur civil conversations about controversial topics. "I never had conversations like chis before, and as I learned about ochers' very important, emotional stories, I decided co stick with che club;' said Nguyen, who is an international student. "Ir caught a different way of look- SSF's mission is co provide emergency financial a ssistance co students. Ir operates with the sponsorship of the Morgridge Family Foundation and under the guidance of adviser Dr. Karie Dornon, Assistant Professor of Economics. ing at and participating in conversations. Ir caught me the true meaning of listening. The biggest takeaway was that I learned how co genuinely ask a question our of curiosity and co meaningfully learn about someone." Frueh said the SSF is another way co keep students en­gaged in their community and learn how co be responsible citizens outside of the classroom. "The Morgridge Family Foundation firs with Bridgewa­ter's philosophy of student empowerment;' said Frueh. "The students learn about philanthropy and how the philan­thropic process works. They also develop leadership skills The Student Support Foundation (SSF) is another CEL component. Formed in the spring of 2015, the student-run 
THE LEARNING COMMONS: SYMBIOTIC SYNERGY 
One of the most significant-and visible­
elements of the academic Renaissance at 
Bridgewater College lies in the decision to 
transform the Alexander Mack Memorial 
Library into the College's Learning Com­
mons, From a structural, philosophical and 
practical standpoint, this transformation 
will refiect the College's commitment to 
academic quality now and in the years to 
come, 
The decision to transform Bridgewater 
College's library into the Learning Commons 
took into consideration an array of factors, 
including a much-needed renovation, ex­
panding student needs and an equalization 
of access to services and technology, 
Physically, the Alexander Mack Memo-
rial Library has remained essentially the 
same since it was built in 1963, While it 
still provides key services more than half 
a century later, the building has grown 
dated and unable to fully house the diverse 
services that are now integral to the success 
ofBridgewater's students, 
In December 2013, Bridgewater College 
President David W Bushman initiated the 
formation of a Library Study Committee 
that would assess needs and make recom­
mendations. In January 2014 the 21-mem­
ber committee began its work, which 
included a physical assessment of the Uni­
versity of Denver's Anderson Commons­
the University itself having shifted from a 
library to a learning commons model, 
Andrew L. Pearson, Director of the 
Alexander Mack Memorial Library, said the 
committee quickly recognized the efficacy 
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of the model, which included bringing 
under one roof diverse student-centric ser­
vices and incorporating the latest learning 
technology, Using the Anderson Commons 
as its baseline, Bridgewater's committee 
determined the College's requirements for 
its own Learning Commons and submitted 
its report to the President in January 2015, 
"We wanted to have a different service 
model for the success of our students-one 
in which we would have traditional library 
services such as research support and cir­
culation, but we also wanted augmentation 
with IT help," said Pearson, "We wanted to 
have tutoring, the Writing Center and Career 
Services available here, in one place, The 
Learning Commons, which will encompass 
what we're trying to functionally accom­
plish, extends the word 'library' as a term, 
extends what is actually happening inside 
the facility'.' 
Pearson said the convergence of inter­
disciplinary services will result in what he 
calls"symbiotic synergy,"in which services 
overlap but have different functions, yet 
work in tandem, 
Kristy Rhea, Director of Information 
Technology at Bridgewater, was part of the 
Library Study Committee and will oversee 
the integration of technology at the Learn­
ing Commons, Much of the technology is 
already available at Bridgewater, she said, 
but isn' t centrally located as it will be in the 
new facility, 
She said the Learning Commons will in­
clude a multimedia production area where 
students can have access to the Adobe 
Creative Cloud on a mixture of Macintoshes 
and PCs. 
"It's not just about writing a research 
paper anymore;' said Rhea, "It's taking the 
research and creating a production, such as 
a movie or a digital piece of art In the past, 
students typically had to go to the Digital 
Media Lab in Rebecca Hall to have access to 
those kinds of tools, Now, it will be centrally 
available in the Learning Commons'.' 
Other features of the facility, she said, 
include an audio recording room, a presen­
tation room in which students can practice 
presentations in front of a "digital audience" 
and gathering spaces with reconfigurable 
furniture and an abundance of outlets for 
plug-and-play electronic access, Assistance 
in the form of IT personnel will also be avail­
able in the Learning Commons, 
Rhea noted that the biggest challenge 
facing the IT Department in this new learn­
ing environment is keeping the technology 
fresh, that the technology can't be placed 
in the building and then left for five years, 
It must be serviced and refreshed on an 
ongoing basis. 
"The exciting part of the Learning Com­
mons is that it's going to be a melding 
of services and offerings;' she said. "It's a 
one-stop-shopping experience for students 
when they need a service, whether it's a 
computer lab, research assistance, the Writ­
ing Center or Career Services. Here , in one 
place, they can find everything they need'.' 
The College hopes to officially open the 
Learning Commons in the 2019-20 aca­
demic year, ---
through the experience that benefit them as they go out in their communities and become full-fledged members of our democracy. They will learn to work with ocher members of their community to solve problems:' "SSF has provided me with resources to engage the com­munity in ways that I otherwise couldn't;' said Kathleen Springer '18, President of the SSF. "For instance, the Mor­gridge Family Foundation provides us with funding each year to support our programs. In December 2017, we were working on a project to provide Christmas baskets to some residents at the Bridgewater Retirement Community. I am glad we are able to give back to the community in chis waY:' For Springer, the CEL's support has been invaluable, from Frueh's help communicating with the Morgridge Foundation to the use of the CEL building itself for meet­ings. "I am excited to see how the CEL continues to grow;' she said. "It seems like only yesterday chat I attended the grand opening, and so much has come out of it since then­including the Showker Prize, a competition I had the honor of competing in last year. I am excited for how the CEL continues to support student innovation." The Showker Prize. Frueh considers chis event, held for the first time in April 2017, as perhaps the most shining ex­ample of how the CEL works to promote engaged learning. The Showker Prize annually offers a $5,000 incentive for the interdisciplinary team of students chat best addresses a problem-and solution-of its choosing. (Please see the feature story from the Fall 2017 issue of Bridgewater magazine at bridgewater.edu/bmfall1718.) In launching the initiative, the CEL worked closely with faculty mem­bers who came up with the idea, obtained funding from the Zane D. Showker Institute for Responsible Leadership Endowed Fund and provided contacts and guidance to students participating in the competition. "Connecting a curricular need with extracurricular funding, and coming up with an THE CEL'S AFFILIATED PROGRAMS: Zane D, Showker Institute for Responsible Leadership Wade Institute for Teaching and Learning Kline-Bowman Institute for Creative Peacebuilding Office of Career Services Office for Sustainability Office of Study Abroad Flory Honors Program Endowed lectures, lyceums and convocations innovative and creative program chat benefits students and gets chem engaged-that's the Center for Engaged Learn­ing. That's our goal." The CEL is a unique way to coordinate academic and co-curricular programs. Frueh said that for most colleges and universities, centers are usually ancillary to the core academic programs. "A center in another place is usually a way to embody the thought, 'This is important, and so we're going to spend some energy doing it.' At Bridgewater, the CEL really is cen­tral to the interdisciplinary academic curriculum. Anne Marsh is the Director of Study Abroad and Coordinator for the CEL. She has observed an uptick in student engagement with the Center. "The use of the CEL has really taken off,' said Marsh. "We've seen a huge increase in the amount of student traffic, such as students meeting here during and after business hours and coming in to cake advantage of the opportunities we can offer chem. I think we're a perfect case of 'if you build it, they will come: And they do:' -
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When Rebebh Koogler Mizer enrolled at Bridgewater in the 1960,, student life revolved around dormitories and a few dub,. A "dorm motherwho often looked the other way:• ,he remembers, supervised students. There were no cell phones, no 24-hour new, channels. little cul­tural diversity-and students graduated into a much ,mailer world. Today', student i, different. Today ', parents are diffirent. Today', mar­ketplace i, diffirent. And the world i, a glob.I community more acce.,ible now than at affj time in history. 
New expectations, new initiative An article last year in Inside Higher Education noted, "Students and par­ents increasingly e:xpect their college or university to be a partner in helping them map out a ,uccrnful care er path," For Bridgewater, that path i, more than developing academic compe­
tency. "Student life has .Iway, been rich at residenti.l colleges like Bridgewa­
ter:' said Dr. Leslie M. Frere, Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students, "but much of that aspect of a student', education has historically been a more passive learning."' 
"We know and expect that student, get something out of their collegiate 
experience outside the dassroom, but vre•ve not done as much as we could to precisely define what that i,;• Frere said. To addrrn thi, need,Bridgewater has embarked on a new initiative 
c.lled Eagles Engage: Rising to New Heights. it i, a college-wide, student lifecurriculum designed to engage in four essenti� elements: identity, commu­nity, critic.I thinking and cultur.I appreciation. Each of these elements has
specific learning objectives.Coordinated by the Department of Student L{e,Eagus Engage i, being adapted for every part of a student', e:xperience to develop co-curricular abilities that will position them optim.lly forsucce" after graduation . .,The new curriculum puts a structure around that learning that we intuitively know occun. But now we can define it. Now we can measure it;' said Frere. ''.And we can say to students: By the time you leave Bridgewater College you will have developed a better sense of community, you will have increased your critical thinking skill,, you will have developed your sense of cultur.I appreciation and identity:• 
Eagles Engage turn, student life e:xperiences from pa.,ive to active learn­ing. "It's not a passive process like osmosis. Instead, it's an active process and it', happening with intention;' Frere said. 
◄ Dr. Les lie M. Frere, Vte Presider, t for Studer, tL ife and Dean d Studer, ts, ;, the new� renovated 
Eagle's Nest space 
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A campus-wide push Eagles Engage was introduced in August in three departments: residence life, student conduce and student activities. By che fall of 2018, all segments of student life-campus police, heal ch services, counseling services, spiritual life, residence life, conduce, wellness and prevention, diversity education and advocacy, student activities and incramurals­will be involved. When fully imple­mented, each segment of student !if e will offer a unique perspective and opportunity for student learning. are adaptable, who can chink on their feet, and who can listen co directions and who have a global awareness. "One reason we included community engagement and cultural appreciation in Eagles Engage is because we recognize chat our students don't gee co operate in a bubble;' she continued. "They're so much more informed about what's going on outside of chis campus than students were even 10 years ago. They have so much more access co information and it happens so fasc:' While many colleges and universi­ties are responding co che changing landscape, few are approaching the challenge as broadly as Bridgewater. 'Tve only seen maybe one ocher school doing it chis way;' Frere said. "We know chat faculty work very hard co facilitate critical chinking skills inside che classroom. Our job in student !if e is co make sure char students are continuing chat process outside of che classroom;' Frere said. "I like the structure and purpose that To see how they grow would lead me to have intentional Some of che first co implement Eagles Engage are residence advisers, including sophomore Dafoe Espinal, a biochemistry major whose personal goal is co become a physician's as­sistant. "We find chat more and more of­ten our students are coming in, iden­tifying themselves by what they've read or what they've been exposed co, but chis identity is often lacking self­refleccion;' she said, referencing one tenet of Eagles Engage. "Our job is co conversations with students ... This is something they can apply later in life. It is necessary for today's students to understand everybody." "I like che structure and purpose chat would lead me co have intention­al conversations with studencs;' said che Daleville Hall Resident Assis cane. "This is something chey can apply lacer in life. It is necessary for today's push on char. Imagine how much bet-ter chey will be able co stand on their own cwo f eec if they have a really good understanding of who they are." As one example, an adviser might apply che curriculum with a group of students hoping co organize a new club or an administrator might work with a studenc question­ing a college policy or one facing a disciplinary hearing. In myriad settings, Eagles Engage cums these experiences into enhanced learning opportunities. "This is how we develop a road map for studencs;' Frere said. 
Savvy students, savvy parents "When I was a studenc;' Frere said, "I went co class and had some fun. That was enough then. Bue it's not enough now. Our students know it and our parents know it. Stu­dents and parents are becoming savvier. They wane co know what chey are going co gee ouc of their college experience." Through Eagles Engage, students gain competencies beyond what they learn in their majors. "Prospective employers are often less concerned about specific majors;' Frere said. "They wane problem solvers who 
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- DAFNE ESPINAL'20 
BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR students co understand everybody." Espinal, originally from che Dominican Republic, represents che cultural diversity of today's scudenc experience. Another RA is sophomore Keon Nesmith, a business administration major from Mechanicsville, Va., who would someday like co be a high-school principal. "Eagles Engage has gone really well for me;' Nesmith said. "For my all-first-year hall, the lesson plans are helpful. College is a rime when you develop your beliefs, buc also a rime when you can expand. Ic helps you figure ouc who you are as a person." Using one learning objective, Nesmith facilitated an open discussion with students in Geiserc Hall about their personal goals. "When I'm a senior and they're juniors;' Nesmith said. "I wane co see where chey are because of the curriculum-co see how they grow." Dean Frere will be watching for che same. -
Martha Bell Graham is a freelance writer in Harrisonburg, Va. 
'' I'm willing to bee we've had at lease one person from every major grace che stage of Cole Hall-sciemiscs, mathematicians, spores players, educators, business majors, psychology majors, historians-everything under the sun:' Taylor Shaw '18 extolled the diversity of participants in che theatre program as she reflected on her experience at Bridgewater College. "We have people from all walks of life and diff erem interests;' she continued. Now chose participants have che option co add a major in theatre co their academic record.Jordan Haugh '17 be­came che first graduate of Bridgewater College with a major in theatre, which was approved by the College's board of trustees in April 2017. The 37-credic-hour major is designed so char it can be taken in combination with one of a variety of ocher majors on campus, expanding the skills and oppor­tunities available co students. The courses in che theatre major emphasize hands-on experience in every aspect of stage production. Students are immersed in theory and history of che theatre, bur they have the opportunity co immediately practice what they are learning along che way. Dr. Scott Cole, Associate Profes­sor of Theatre and che program's director, said char theatre "prepares you for a fu cure in myriad careers, wi ch training char reaches far beyond che stage:' Emma Leweke '18, Angela Tolomei '20 and Taylor Shaw '18 were che first three current Bridgewater students co declare a major in theatre. Leweke combined theatre with a minor in English, while Tolomei decided co add it co her history major and Shaw chose co double major in theatre and English. All three are overjoyed co be able co add their passion for theatre co their academic record and co pursue it alongside their ocher studies. Leweke reflected on the skills theatre gives one for life. "Theatre cakes away fear of speaking in from of a crowd, and improvisation practice helps you feel comfortable in situations where you muse ace professionally and correccly, often on a whim. Theatre studies also link co history, as it's important co learn what actors, playwrights and directors have done in che past." 
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Tolomei combined her study of history with theatre by researching the connections between U.S. involvement in the Korean and V ietnam Wars and theatre as a form of protest. This led her to write a paper on "The Theatrical Response co U.S. Involvement in In­dochina, 1955-1975, as Conveyed by V ietnam Veterans David Rabe, Amlin Gray, and John Difusco:' Tolomei said, "The two majors intertwined perfectly, leading to projects on Bertolc Brecht's subversive influences in his work, discussion of theatrical movements coming out of World War I and more, all of which sent me on a direct path co where I am now: contemplating where I am going to go after graduation in 2020." "My public speaking, teamwork and leadership skills have improved thanks to the very hands-on curriculum chat Seo ct (Cole) and his staff have created;' said Shaw. "This particular major works as a double because it's very flexible." She described the theatre faculty as committed to creating opportunities for their students and meeting their needs, whether it's with an independent study in theatre history, an honors class in modern drama or special topics classes tailored to their students' interests. James Custer '15, a recent alumnus of the program, commenced, "Theatre is an academic field where all ochers intersect." Custer recently co-founded Unreal City, a theatre company in Harrisonburg, Va., with two ocher Bridgewater College alumni,Jennifer Payne '09 and Garrett Schwalbach '15. He explained chat he "learned not only how to direct a theatrical production but also how to maintain and crack a budget, how to meet fast deadlines and, most importantly, how co promote collaboration in my working life:' Custer also gave credit to the connections chat are nurtured in the theatre program among faculty, current students and alumni, all of whom come together to form a close-knit community. Studying theatre at Bridgewater College gave him what he needed to succeed, not just in creating productions, but in all aspects of his future work. Putting into practice what you learn in the classroom: it's a hallmark of the Bridgewater College experience chat has found its way into chis newest major, which can help sec the stage for pose-graduate productivity and fulfillment. -Olivia A. Shifflett works in the Office of Marketing and Communications at Bridgewater College. 
"My public speaking, teamwork 
and leadership skills have improved 
thanks to the very hands-on 
curriculum:' -TAYLOR SHAW 
"The two ors intertwined perfe o projects on Bertolt
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Brecht's s ersive influences in his ssion of theatrical 
moveme ming out of World W ." -ANGIETOLOMEI 
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1959 
In Q:101:er, JOHN"JACK''
CAVANAUGH of Pleasam 
Valley, Va, was reccgnized by 
James Madison Athl et ic s for his
many yea rs of servte as a public 
address announcerwith the 
est ablishmem of the JackCa11ana ­
ughAwarcl and by honorirg him 
as the 2017 rec ipent of tl'e Ray 
V. 5onrer Spirit Awao::I. Tt-e J,ck 
Ca11anaugh Award will reccgnize
football and men's an:::I women's 
basketball student-athletes who 
em b::dy the commitment, service 
and spirit exemplified by Jack 
in his d,cad,s su pportirg JMU 
a th l e tics. 
1980 
In September, DR. AUDREY
CHURCH of Keysville, Va, was 
named the 2017-18 Simpson 
Dist i rgu is l'ed Professor for 
lorgwc:o::I U ni1,ersit y. Tt-e an­
nouncemem was ma<E during 
tl-e university'so�ningconuo:a­
tion. He Professorship ie ccgnizes 
Class Reunions CLASS Of 1952 
HOMECOMING 2017 
Cl.ASS Of 1947 
Mima Belle Flory Wofe 
CIASS Of 1957 
ROW 1: Grac.eFookhouserFlorence; 
Joyce Peirhe, C Nne; fie/en W Tight 
Sh if/et; Nancy Moo1>2 Link; Sy hi a
Kline Bowman;Jim Keeer 
ROW2:Beve,� Wamp/eT 
Lhewea.,er;Jani:e Wine lllade 
ROW3:Shi1/eyFu/cherWampler; 
Po/lNsSmifh Saulley; Becky Bowman 
flelbe1t;Aon Beahm Fbra; Jin 
Bowman 
ROW 4:John fla1'hba19er;AI Sau�; 
BH/Pu/fenbe19er;Laf1'/ Pence 
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Grant Sinmon,; I/eneNeherSmifh; Lary 11,//er; Ge1ald Ro//er,Jin Flo,a 
and supports faculty who have 
demonstrated a sustained com­
mitment to pursuing outstanding 
scholarship resulting in publica­
tions, presentations, or creative 
work in the visua I or performing 
arts. The Professorship carries a 
summer research stipend and a 
grant to support future scholar­
ship. 
1981 
JENNIFER GLICK is Director of 
King's Garden Children's Home 
in Bataan, Philippines, where she 
is serving as a missionary with 
the Assemblies of God World 
Missions. The orphanage cares for 
48 children-aged 10 months to 
18 yea rs old-who have been res­
cued from abandonment, neglect 
and/or abuse. Jennifer is particu­
larly thankful for the elementary 
teaching skills that she received at 
Bridgewater College. "The lessons 
of my co liege yea rs sti II serve me 
35 yea rs later;' she notes. 
1984 
JOHN T. CARMACK has been 
promoted to the rank of Co lo nel, 
U.S. Air Force. His wife, Karin, and 
Col. Mike Watson performed the 
pinning ceremony in Middletown, 
Pa. He was recently selected as 
the Florida State Air Surgeon with 
the Joint Force Headquarters, 
Florida Air National Guard. He pre­
viously was assigned to the 193 
Special Operations Medical Group, 
where he served as a Senior Flight 
Surgeon and Chief of Aerospace 
Medicine. 
1993 
In November, MELISSA 
"MISSY" ALGER STOVER of 
Rockingham, Va., received the 
Sandra S. Neff Fund raising Execu­
tive award from the Shenandoah 
Chapter of the Association of 
Fund raising Professionals. She 
is a Development Officer at the 
Bridgewater Retirement Com­
munity. 
1996 
JASON BERKEY of Delaware, 
Ohio, has been named Senior 
Vice President, Personal Lines, by 
State Auto Financial Corporation. 
Most recently, he served as State 
Auto's Vice President of Home­
owners Product Management. He 
previously served as Chief Pricing 
Actuary for Al G's Global Consumer 
Business and as Chief Actuary 
and Chief Risk Officer at United 
Guaranty. He is a Fellow of the 
Casualty Actuarial Society (FCAS) 
and a member of the American 
Academy of Actuaries (MAAA). 
1999 
COURTNEY MEREDITH 
FEARS JOHNSON of Glen Allen, 
Va., passed the Virginia State 
Nursing Boards in August. She 
earned her B.S.N. and R.N. degrees 
from South University. In October, 
she began work on the Women's 
Unit at VCU Health/MCV. 
2000 
MELISSA CLATTERBUCK 
SIKES of Mechanicsville, Va., has 
been promoted to partner at the 
Richmond-based accounting firm 
Mitchell Wiggins. She has more 
than 17 years of professional 
experience. The firm has more 
than 50 employees, including 28 
certified public accountants. 
2003 
JILL HARRIS ARNOLD of 
Sykesville, Md., began her own 
home-based practice, Arnold 
Physical Therapy. She predomi­
nantly treats women-specific 
issues, visceral complications and 
spine dysfunctions. She has been 
married for more than 11 years to 
her husband, Daryl, and they have 
two children, Ethan and Braelyn. 
MICHELLE TOPPING ELL­
WOOD and Brian have a daugh­
ter, Afton Adair, born in August. 
The family, which includes a son, 
Finn Sullivan, lives in Dispun­
tanta, Va. 
2007 
KAILA DRAYTON recently 
became a National Geographic 
Explorer and is teaching envi­
ronmental conservation through 
photography in Ghana in West 
Africa. 
2009 
ASHLEY R. CORBIN and Chris 
Clatterbuck were married Sept. 
30. The couple lives in Unionville,
Va.
BRENT SNYDER of Charlot­
tesville, Va., has launched his own 
record company, Royal B Records 
LLC, and released his debut single, 
" Something To Regret;' on Nov. 
4. He describes his music has
"contemporary country" with
influences ofEDM, Rock and R&B.
Royal B Records may be found
online at royalbrecords.com and
Face book.
2012 
ALEXANDRA EADS ROUT­
ZAHN of Bridgewater, Va., is the 
Operations Assistant for the men's 
squash team at the University of 
Virginia. She is one of two opera­
tion assistants of men's varsity 
squash in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA). 
2013 
Rachel Coon '13 and Chandler 
Roberts 
RACHEL COON and Chandler 
Roberts were married Aug. 12. Ra-
chel is a Site Ma nag er for Knopp 
Enterprises Inc. The couple lives in 
Stuarts Draft, Va. 
CASEY REGETZand KAYLA 
DEYARMIN '14 were married 
June 3. The couple lives in Freder­
icksburg, Va. 
Casey Regetz '13 and Kayla Deyar­
min '14 
2014 
KAYLA DEYARMIN (see Casey 
Regetz '13). 
ELLEN YODER WHETZEL and 
BRYCE celebrated their one-year 
wedding anniversary on Oct. 29. 
The couple lives in Bridgewater, 
Va., with their dog, Dexter. 
2015 
AUSTIN HORNER and AMBER
O'CONNOR '17 were married 
June 17. Austin is a Certified 
Occupational Therapy Assistant 
at Virginia Mennonite Retire­
ment Community. He is also the 
girls' tennis coach at Spotswood 
High School. Amber works for 
the Virginia Department of 
Health as a Nutritionist with the 
Supplemental Nutrition Program 
for Women, Infants and Children 
(WIC) program. The couple lives in 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
2017 
AMBER O'CONNOR (see Austin 
Horner '15). 
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UFTTO RIGHT:Aona Tripp'/8,EIIM Mi>nich '18,Elizabelh Stump Gibson '1S,Aona Sobus '18, Cbra O'Cbnnor 20,brde knber O'CbnnorHorner'l l, groom 
Austin Homer '1S,Nalhan Homer 20,Jon Dooley '14,Beau 01ssada '14, .il1cha,y Malpass '14, .i!1cha,y Hos/er'/4 
CLASS Of 1962 
ROW 1:Judy Md/er AIIM;SU5m 
Petelbt Tu,y;Ed Burgess; Howaro 
Uammond; Eve¥} Miller Sa,din 
ROW 2:Batbara Scruggs. 01ro/e 
Tamer LaOOes; Rebe«a Bnn L isk"f; 
Brenda Jones Ward 
ROW l: Sharon Law,w.,ceKline; Ron 
Kershner;Harriet BrUOOker Pind<ard; 
Jim Red 
ROW 4:Lar,y Hu/IE bertKinzie; 
Harold H<ifma,; Bd/Al<M;Spike 
Felty; fl:lu/Da;is 
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ROW I: caoj'n Wrght SturgiN;Jack/e WeNsSpter;Marji> StrayerFri>s; Gbra 
Batron Cold•elt Brenda Bi/1,r Sp�mr;Undyfloll:lnd;Kathy Kw HI Bal!< i>; 
Brenda Coduam Merida; lbnnie MiNer AndeTSOn; Shi'ef Bowma,Jamison; 
Teddy Ebel Corler;Sandra Oia"'1;Jeanne BoltWrght;Li>da Knght Wison; 
Sue M�<he/1 Magri; ConnieKnightGil»er;MalCb Sine l:lir Mc Co/; Eileen Short 
McGrath;Lee Cott. 
ROW2:Donna Lantz f!reneman;Donna Sp�IP.r Felds;Da,fid Penrod; Nanct 
Rittenhouse;Suzanne [a.Je �we Katllf Martin Zimmerman; Gladys Gbbe 
Mason;Jean King!bu,y Jacobs; Sha,yn Del:luler Wichael; Oiar/es Wri;>ht; 
c I assn ot es 
Jaque Green BFadford; DeeF,m,el Ri:.hardson; Gra:e MentzerWelbnan 
ROW 1:Susa, Cobb;Sarct, GarberFoNz Bobb/eMarshaN flvr<h; Mense/Dean; 
Jason Bausennan; Dai,id Fries;Fred Zr»merma,; Dt<ieElmes;Mike Ja:obs; 
flar,y Emerson fl>li>g;John Baden;Don Gourley; Vince Giroer;Ka,y/ Smith 
Katll>n 
ROW 4:Rodn"f LQ)'man; Da,,e Dunavat; SkipEger;flarold flaicock; Gw 
StuN; Tom Erickson; Tom Anderson; PhH Smith;Jem-PietreLe Golf;Jim E/ks;BiN 
Riner, Dean Weber, Ed Arnett; Watren Mur,t,y 
ROW 1 :Ann BamhartMi>nix; Rhonda Baugher WiNs; 0,e,yl Oia/mers;Nancy 
McKat Wei»er;Jean Shaffer;Judy Richaroson Myers; Martha carpenter Fisher; 
Ml<eKyles; Dede Beckw�hSuNwan; Balb lkenber,y Tulk 
ROW2:Janetflolknger Doherty;Susan Le/Ch C/:Jgue; Vicky WM acre Saml:lnd; 
Deborah Dandrdgel<y/es 
ROW 4:Brianflo/sopp/e;Jane MeNi>ger Ba//urb; f!ruce Bowen; Te,ry Fa:kett 
Qoonn;Karen flersh"f Spessaro 
ROW 5:0ennCS Dohery;M«eF ike;Mi:.ket Jones;Ka,en Simmons Wolf; Ga,y 
Waller 
ROW 6:John Terpeni>g; Randy Gehr; Ginny Snuggs.Jo Ann Coha/1 MiNer; 
Su!!an Uorst Neal ROW21/,: Coro� Kinzie Ceyfe/ter,Jelf Oia"'1 
ROWl:Jack fbl/urb;Broce Cowa,;Ji» Dtkson;Ma,y Teets Shephe!d;Elli> 
flodge DraperF/o,y 
ROW7 :Da,,d Shobe;Al:ln O'Nea/;James ''OJip"Clak;Jelf Kinva,; Dale �uff 
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cl ass notes 
CLASS Of 1977 
ROW !:Susan BHhimerPhHNp� Rhonda F ike Strizmon;Jtdy ShiveTS lbphet 
Ka� Simmons;Bet eNk.holson Rinehart;Jim Rehtock 
ROW 2:BaroamKilgalN>; Ma,gari!a'Moo,e"Rke; ftlm Craner Beth;Annettl> 
Drwer Taylor, o,;p Studwell Mike Sl1>1ens 
ROW !:Mark Wiey; /l>binLow,y 
Pw:im«; Robin Kreher Bro Kn;
Freda Bowma, Ghtens;Jessk.aKing 
Uerchenroder 
ROW 2:Dawn Fa,clolh Flom; 
Lavonne Cdfma, Roli>ck; Ruth 
Kli>eMtkelte11y;LauraMa:PheTSOn 
McDonald; TelT'f Tu:ker 
ROW 3: Tom "lhe G?at"Rtharo; 
Frank Tel:igada�Ben Wanp/er,John 
Shakespea,e 
ROW 3½:Ed Pease;Jiri Spine/N 
ROW 4: CurtisA(E'f; Rod Johnson; 
Sam Cbnner;Jim Emst 
30 WINTER 2018 
• 
ROW3:JElf McO:ZltnE'f;MarlhaJones C/:1na1a; 0:,ro/m Swi!ZBr Stevens 
ROW 4: Rush Ba nett; PeTT'f Love-; Mike Roach; Dustin Miller 
ROWS:Mak Stwer� T.D. Cayton 
,. = 
c I assn ot es 
ROW 1 :Ke,in Henkel Vtki flrooks­
Smith;Ann 0,eshire Rdder;Susan 
GleenPalke1 
ROW2:Kath,yn �amp/e1Stone; 
Meg Wilter, kin Ri>ggo/1 Rai>a!d; 
Glenn Bo /Nnge, 
ROW3: Phil Sl>ne;ETik fbpeF; Robe1t 
Mille1; TeshomeMo/alenge 
S Of 1992 
ROW l:Stef:hanieFoste1Spiie; Sl:ici, 
FosterSimmers;L isaUNer feedy; 
Laura Brwk Harris 
ROW2:Shawn flepbg/e;Ma/'f 
Kathe1ine Tate Rush;KristiWil!Cn; 
Donna Swai> M, ca�;Lisa Woods 
Layne 
ROW3:Pam TaybT flei>1th;Janet 
Uo5kiins 
ROW 4:Deiek flodge;Stwe Wi�; 
Todd Rush; Ron fled1tk; r,,uy 
Ludwg 
ROW5:BTa1 Moye1s;B,ydon DeWite 
[a!,Or, Walbum;Mikelones;Steve 
Spi°e 
BRIDGEWATER 31 
cl ass notes 
ROW I :Ci>dy May Wifong;Heather 
Noon; IIVhitn'Y Jordan Deitz;Melisa 
Bowielent;EmW May RusseN;EmW 
Yost Kristie Olson Barkman 
ROW2:Kmbe1/y Md<inney;EmW 
Shonk EdKards;Krista carter Kist 
Kel/eyWhe;Kim Heatwole Nieder 
ROW3: Ta1t1 Huffman Meaiows. 
Anita UaN Hutchens; Ct:lrmen Ft e 
P!JTCli!I/ Al,'en Hides. Alemnder 
M:Kfhail 
ROW 4:Mtkey H'1»illl>n;Keith Fi< 
O'Keefe; Cmy Vipon 
ROW 1: DaynaShlletRei5h;Jelf o,,r, Ki"k Mon1oe;Maidy Del/'Uomo No1 h; 
Sean No11h;Matt Huffman 
ROW 11/,: WendyC'1»pbell03TT 
ROW2:Steve Teator; Wendy Fim McDonough; Ttfa,y TomNn Du,en;HeidiFike 
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03Nadi>e;A5hli!/y Md.ail 
ROW3:: CkraJoE �er Cunningham; TrentGreenaKaltJcmes fbthe; 0,ris 
Simmons 
ROW 1:Me9::m McNeil;Faf en Breeden Francis;Lo1i carlton;Jennifer Broga,; 
Ashl,f Mon03wo;Jennfer Reoch Robett�Katie Skeens 
ROW 2: 01rria Botterousch;Kel/y fboker;Kel/ey Haff is; Danell> W)Und;Da,iel/e 
No11is; Ta-a Williamson; Regi>a Wine-Na!h 
ROW 3: Paul Brockma,; �le Remna,t;EmW Driver, A<nandaHahn; Taybr Rot,,; 
Erin ftlmpe;Daniel/e; Dula("'f 07001> 
ROW 4'Jessi:a ftllrier K;t,,(gray s1"1C1tsh;t to the rightof Taybr Roo/t k!na 
Wrighe CQ'iHensl,f Madejas 
c I assn ot es 
ROW l:KinbeW Martin;LisaC/i<k 
Moffis;Lezle Myers Cbninger; 
B1ittany Meas O"ens;Emi� Price 
Halt Ekzd>eth BbbMarlens;Megan 
Powel/Furbng 
ROW 2:logan Stravderman; 
Jonathan Uuffman;Marissa Baker 
Keagy; Victoria cashen Beahm;Kel/y 
S03/ke 
ROW 3:Malk Pede,-; O>kn Owen; 
Ap,i/Mil/er Snave/y;Nathan Miller, 
Mike Tiso 
ROW 4:Sha,on Fblen; Heather Shull 
Barnhart;Jenna flJyd 01uchi;Ashl,f 
Uuffman DCNe; St,.,far,ie fbrbour; 
Davo Craig 
ROW 5:Uol� Bild 0(.J{)n;Sa»anthaFunkhou�r Garri50n;Shaooa Manovth;John 
Mall,f; TuckerKi,t,y 
ROW 6:MarshaN Doon;Lau"' Brxcher; Ashlee Sles ftlinler;Erri French; Sa1'lh 
Smlh Ka,,oliu� ae,t;,y Da,,is Tale 
ROW 7 :Kristria Da,,is Oate�ANiBro/leS Yingkng;MattBenneteHaley Johnsoo 
Bennete Oieyenne Bi,bee O>ck1>2II 01ssand1'3 Brown 
BRIDGEWATER 33 
ROW l:MatthewWampl>r 
IIOW2:Nto/e Hoppe; Oirizar L imto 
IIOW3:Trevor Bostic; fl>iNipStone; 
Josh Bollinger; Ni:.hobsZinme1man 
Memorials 
MARGARET WAMPLER 
STRATE '42 of Bricgewater, Va, 
died Aug. 29, at the age of 96. 
In 1943 she married Orlin Kersh, 
wl'o was killed at the Battle of 
Okinawa in Japan in 1945, whil, 
servirg in the U.S. Army. In 1948, 
s1-e marrie:::I Martin Strate an:::I 
tcgetherthey spem three years 
on Margarita Isla rd in Ven-
ezuel�ore year with Brethren 
Volun1eer Service an::I two years 
with the Rockefeller Foundatbn 
p::ist-war refugee resettlement 
project. Following Martin's death 
in 1973, she served as secretary 
in the gu k:lance office at Tu mer 
Ashby Hgh School, before retirirg 
in 1988. In 1989 she married Frank 
W iseman, wl'o died in 2006. She 
was a life-brg mem berofthe 
Church of the Brethren. 
LOUISE BROWN ALDEN CAS· 
SITY' 43 of Silver Spring, M::I., 
died June 29, at the age of 94. 
Sl-e ea med a master's degree in 
education from th? University of
Marylard ard began a lorg career 
as a 1eacl-er in l\lbntgomery 
Coumy, Marylard. She was ,ctive 
at Hughes United Metl'odist 
Church, servirg as an officer or 
on committees. She is survived by 
34 WINTER 2018 
her secord hu sbancl, Allen. 
RACHAEL ELIZABETH BAIL 
'45 ofWashirgton, D.C., died 
Aug. 27. Sheeameda degree in 
jourralism fiom Florda S1ate Un� 
versity. Sl-e pursue:::! jou malism as 
a mem tero f  the J\etional Press 
Club ard O.erseas Press Club. She 
had a lorg caieeras a writer, Su-
pre me Court corresp::in:Ent and 
editor at  Vote of America. Sh? 
promoted the v.orkofwomen in 
tl-e arts and authore:::I more than 
20 original plays. She was fourder 
ard Presi:lem of the M:1.ean 
Drama Company. 
Dr. H. Byrd Teter '48 of Franklin, 
W.Va., died Sept. 14, at the age of 
91. � sen,ed as a Captain in the
Air Force during the Korean War.
He graduated from the University
of Marylard's Scl'ool of Demistry 
ard practi:ed demistryfor65 
years.� sen,ed on med ta I 
mission teams to Haiti, lrdia ard 
l'Yexico. � was a mem terof 
Living Faith Church ard Gideon's 
International.� is survived by his 
wife, Vera. 
LOWELL HARMON BOOTHE 
'50 of FIO)ld, Va, died Sept. 17.
DuringWorl:IWarll, he ser.ed in 
the U.S.Anny in India. He gradu- and was a Veteran of Overseas 
ated from Vi,ginia Tech. Lowell Dutydurirg World War II. He 
and his wife, th? former Patricia ,erved a s  Head Basketball Coach 
Myers '50 who predecea,ed him, at Broedway and at Harri,on bu ,g 
taught native students for the high scl'ools before joinirg Har-
Na., I Adm inistrat ion in the Pacific risonburg Parks an:::I Pecreation as 
i slards ofSaipan, Chuukard \ap, tl-e first Athletic Director, ietiring 
I n  1%6 they moued to South in 1981. He was irducted imo the 
Dalo:,1a to teach at the Fla rderau BricgewaterCollege Athletic Hall 
lrdian 5c tool umil retirirg and of Fame in 2000. He is survived by 
movirg to FIO)ld. He served two his wife, lletty. 
terms as a County Supervisor DR. HARRY LEE KRAUS SR. 
and parttipated in volunteer '51 of Harrisonburg, Va., died Sept, 
a: till itie s. 1,at the age of 91. DuringWorl:I 
RALPH D. GUYTON '50 of Ball- War II, he served in Civilian Public 
win, !Yb, died Sept. 15, at the ,ge Serv ice camp at We stem State 
of 89. He co,ched hgh ,chc:ol ard fbsplta\ the Blue Ri:lge Parkway
college baseball in Bridgewater and on the Eastern St-ore. He 
and Harrisonburg, Va., ard Mount graduated from the Medical Co� 
Vernon, Ill. He pl")"'d in the lege of Vi,ginia. He founded Den-
Brooklyn D:,cgers m inor league bigh Family Practice in Newp:'" 
system in the late 40s ard early f\ews, Va. In retirement, 1-e sen,ed 
50s. As a fonner te,cher andedu- for several years as a medical 
cator, 1-e was a Pegbnal rYana92r missionary in Ken,a ard Albania. 
forWorl:I Bc:okErcycbpedia until � was a mem terof Harrisonburg 
retiring in 1993. � was a mem ter l'Yennonite Church. 
of Marchester United Metl'odist CLAYTON NATHANIEL TOW· 
Church. He is survi.ed by his wfe ERS '51 of Bri:lgewater, Va, died 
of 68 years, Rosalyn. Oct.qat the,ge of97. He pined 
HARRY RICHARD"FUZZY' the U.S. Army and served in the 
BOWERS '51 of Harrisonburg, Philippines, Japanard Korea 
Va., died Oct. 10, at the ,ge of du rirg World War II. He taught 
91. He enlisted in the U.S. Army ,chc:ol in R::>ckirgham Cou my, Va, 
Dr.William Robert "Bob" McFadden, the Anna B. Mow 
Professor ofReligion, Emeritus, passed away Dec. 8, at the 
Bridgewater Retirement Community. He was 88 years old. 
Born in his grandparents' home near Smithville, Ohio on May 28, 
1929, he was the son of the late W. Glenn and Eva Burkholder 
McFadden. 
McFadden graduated from Troy High School in 1947. He earned 
his bachelor's degree as the first graduate of Manchester College's 
peace studies program in 1951. He earned a B.D. from Bethany 
Theological Seminary in 1955 and a Th.D. from Boston College in 
1966. He was an ordained minister in the Church of the Brethren. 
McFadden taught at Juniata College in Huntingdon, Pa. from 
1955 to 1958 and at Bridgewater College from 1961 to 1998, 
retiring as the Anna B. Mow Professor ofReligion, Emeritus. For 
35 years, he served as the College's Director of Convocations and 
earned the fond nicknames "Captain Convo" and "Convo Bob." 
In 1991, McFadden received Bridgewater College's Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recognition Award. 
A lifelong learner, he participated in and taught many continuing education programs, including spending several 
sabbaticals in the Holy Land. 
He was a prolific writer, including letters to the editor and scholarly publications, many collected in Is the Bible Correct?: And Other Essays. 
McFadden traveled extensively to the American West, with trips to Yellowstone as a favorite destination. He was an 
avid hiker, photographer and stamp collector. 
He is survived by his significant other, Glenna Wampler, and brothers Wilbur and Ralph McFadden. 
for 33 years. He was a graduate of of the church district boa rd and 
the National Radio Institute and, a member of the church choir. 
for 25 years, he worked part-time She was preceded in death by her 
servicing radios and televisions. first husband of 60 yea rs, Eugene. 
He was a member of the Bridge- She is survived by her second 
water Church of the Brethren. He husband, Donald Markle. 
reported the weather to WSVA CHARLOTTE LARUE KROH 
radio and to several TV stations '53 of New Oxford, Pa., formerly of 
in Virginia for 42 years. He is sur- Westminster, Md., died Aug. 29, at 
vived by his wife, Jacqueline. the age of 85. For many years she 
DORIS BOWMAN NOLLEY was employed by the accounting 
MARKLE '52 of Stuarts Draft, firm of Ernst and Young. She was 
Va., died Aug. 25, at the age of a life-long member of Meadow 
90. She taught in the Augusta Branch Church of the Brethren in 
County Public Schools until her Westminster. In New Oxford, she 
retirement. She was a mem- was a member of the Faith Com-
ber of Staunton Church of the munity of the Brethren Home, 
Brethren, where s he served as where she served as a deacon and 
Sunday school teacher, member did volunteer work. 
FREDERICK DABNEY BROWN 
'54 of Lynchburg, Va., died Oct. 
25, at the age of 94. He served in 
the U.S. Coast Guard during World 
War II. He was a partner in the 
ownership ofThe Auto Exchange, 
owned Hillcrest Motors and was 
later employed at Newcomer 
Cadillac, Baugher Chevrolet and 
Brannock's Sales and Service, 
all in Waynesboro, Va. He was a 
founding member ofWestminster 
Presbyterian Church, where he 
served as a deacon. He is survived 
by his third wife, Barbara. 
THOMAS DUDLEY BARTLEY 
'55 of Waynesboro, Va., died Sept. 
5, at the age of 84. He retired from 
DuPont after 29 years of service. 
He was founder of Long Meadow 
Tree Farm and a member ofTin-
kling Spring Presbyterian Church. 
He is survived by his wife, Betty. 
MAXINE MARGARET MUNDY 
RITCHIE '56 ofTucson, Ariz., died 
Aug. 30, at the age of 84. She ac-
companied her husband, Lowell, 
to churches in Indiana, Iowa, West 
Virginia, Alabama, Louisiana and 
Texas, before retiring to Arizona. 
She cared for her mother in Har-
risonburg, Va., for 10 years, after 
which she worked seasonal jobs 
in numerous national parks. She 
hiked the Grand Canyon from rim 
to rim at the age of 74. She is sur-
vived by her ex-husband, Lowell. 
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THE REV. FOREST ORLAND 
WELLS ' 56 of Virginia Beach, Va., 
died Sept. 24, at the age of 90. He 
graduated from Bethany Biblical 
Seminary in Chicago and was 
ordained in 1959. He served con-
gregations in Newport News, Va., 
Akron, Ohio and Virginia Beach. 
He served on various associations 
and councils at the local, regional 
and state levels. After retirement 
in 1989, he became a Master 
Gardner and amateur landscaper. 
He is survived by his wife of nearly 
65 years, Lillian. 
DR. MARY AGNES TATTER-
SALL O'BRIEN '61 of Staunton, 
Va., died July 11, at the age of 79. 
She graduated from Georgetown 
Visitation Preparatory School and 
earned an M.D. degree from the 
Medical College ofVirginia. After 
residency, she headed up the first 
emergency room in Richmond, 
Va., at St. Mary's Hospital. She 
then had a private practice in 
Charles City County, Va., before 
moving to Fort Defiance Medi-
cal Center in 1986. In 2003, she 
moved her practice to Staunton. 
She was an avid equestrian and 
fox hunter. 
LUCILE RITCHIE ROLLER '62 
ofTimberville, Va., died Sept. 16, 
at the age of 76. She served as the 
bookkeeper for the family dairy 
and helped on the farm. She was 
active in her church and served on 
many committees and sang in the 
choir for more than 50 years. She 
served for nine years as a board 
member for USDA's (U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture) Farm Service 
Agency. She also worked at the 
local voter polls during elections. 
She is survived by her husband, 
James. 
BYRON RAY FIKE '63 ofRich-
mond, Va., died Sept. 15, at the 
age of 79. 
REBECCA "BECKY" BUCKNER 
FUNKHOUSER ' 63 of Socorro, 
N.M., died Sept. 8, at the age of
76. She and her husband, George
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' 63 who survives, owned Allen's 
Department Store, as well as real 
estate. In 1975, the Socorro Pilot 
Club International selected her as 
Socorro Co. Handicap Woman of 
the Year. She was invited to the 
White House by President Gerald 
R. Ford to participate on the
National Committee on the Hiring
of the Handicapped.
PHILIP "PETE" RHODELL 
RITCHIE SR. '63 ofTimberville, 
Va., died Oct. 23, at the age of 76. 
He earned a master's degree in 
education from the University of 
Virginia. He began his teaching/ 
coaching career at Fort Defi-
ance High School. He became 
an Assistant Football Coach at 
Broadway High School in 1979 
and Head Coach in 1982. He was 
inducted into the charter class of 
the Broadway High School Hall of 
Fa me in 2012 as both an athlete 
and a coach. He is survived by his 
wife of 57 yea rs, Betty. 
RITA "PAT" LUCILLE LILLARD 
DOTSON ' 66 ofQuicksburg, 
Va., died Oct. 31, at the age of 
73. She taught French at Floyd
County High School for five years
and then fifth and sixth grades
at Check Elementary School. In
1992, she moved to Quicksburg,
and taught a variety of subjects at
Peter Muhlenberg Middle School,
including French, math, social
studies and language arts. She
retired in 2006. She enjoyed four-
wheelers with her grandchildren
and growing a vegetable garden.
LILA ELIZABETH WILLIAMS 
'66 of Richmond, Va., died Sept. 
7, at the age of 73. She earned 
a master's degree from the 
University of Pittsburgh and was 
employed as a librarian with the 
University of Richmond. She was 
a member of First Baptist Church 
in Richmond, where she served as 
church librarian for many years. 
DEAN ALLEN CARTER '67 of 
Mountain City, Tenn., died Sept. 
18, following a brief illness. He 
was 72. His professional career She served as Chief lnforma-
included teaching high-school bi- tion Officer at Virginia Military 
ology, medical sales and as a real Institute. She returned to UVA as 
estate agent. He was a student Director of the Student Systems 
ofTennessee military history and Project and retired in 2014 as the 
enjoyed learning about the life of Associate Dean for Academic Pro-
Sgt. Alvin York. He enjoyed fishing grams in the School of Continuing 
and hunting. He collected and and Professional Studies. She is 
sold items of postal history with survived by her husband, Daniel. 
his wife, Brenda, who survives. VICKI LIP PY HILL 73 ofWorces-
SANDRA BARNHART KEELER ter, Vt., died Nov. 3, at the age of 
70 of Smith Mountain Lake, Va., 66. She worked as a paraeducator
formerly ofTimberville, Va., died for the Essex Elementary School
Sept. 27, at the age of 82. In the for many years. She also worked
past, she served as an adjunct for the Vermont Trading Com-
in the department of music at pany in Montpelier, Vt. She was a
Bridgewater College. She was a spiritual person who considered
past director of Bridgewater Re- the outdoors to be her "church:'
tirement Community and Bridge- She received a Master Gardener
water HealthCare Foundation. She certificate from the University of
was previously an active member Vermont. She is survived by her
of Harrisonburg First Church of husband, Paul. 
the Brethren. After moving to THE REV. DR. WALLACE B. 
Smith Mountain Lake, she joined "WALLY" LANDES JR. 74 
Trinity Ecumenical Parish. She is of Palmyra, Pa., died Sept. 21, 
survived by her husband of 63 at the age of 65. He earned an 
years, James L. Keeler '57, a Life M.Div. from Bethany Theologi-
Trustee of Bridgewater College. cal Seminary and a D.Min. from
CHARLES GREGORY "GREG" Princeton Theological Seminary.
SENSENEY 70 of Knoxville, He pastored three Church of the
Md., formerly of Damascus, Md., Brethren churches-Reisterstown,
died Aug. 10, following a battle Bush Creek and, most recently,
against acute myeloid leukemia. Palmyra, where he served as se-
He retired from the U.S. Depart- nior pastor for 25 years. He served
ment of Education in 2003, where on the Church of the Brethren
he was a statistician with the district and brotherhood boards
student loan program. He and his and taught as an adjunct faculty
wife, Brenda, owned many horses member at Lebanon Valley Col-
over their 27-year marriage and lege and Elizabethtown College.
competed in distance trail events, He is survived by his wife, Bonnie.
where he accumulated nearly JOAN M. WILSON 75 of Spo-
9,000 miles in competitions. He kane, Wash., died Aug. 27, at the 
enjoyed watching college basket- age of 63. She worked for more 
ball, the Washington Nationals than 33 years for the Social Secu-
and the Baltimore Orioles. rity Administration in Maryland, 
DR. SUSAN HIGNITE BARR Washington, D.C. and Spokane, 
73 of Fairfield, Va., died Nov. where she retired in 2009. She 
22, at the age of 66. She earned was a member of Manito United 
M.5. and Ph.D. degrees from the Methodist Church. 
University ofVirginia. She became
Academic Dean and Interim Head
of School. She served at Southern
Seminary College as the Registrar
of Chief of Staff to the President.
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P CO A new music curriculum offers two tracks-as part of earning a bachelor's in music) students can study music pedagogy or music peiformance. 
PROFESSOR VIMARI COLON-LEON TEACHES AN 
IN TRODUCTION TO MUSIC EDUCATION CLASS. 
